
Synthesis

➢ Objectives:

Revisit advantages / limitations of multivariate statistics

Present criteria for using specific multivariate methods

Discuss recommendations for MVS analysis approaches



When all you have is a hammer… 
Everything looks like a nail

Before your start                                                

your analysis,                                           

check what does                                                 

your nail looks like

Before you start your                                                     

analysis, carefully 

consider your goals



Univariate OR Multivariate Methods ?



MVS: The Good and The Bad

“The BAD”

Too many variables

Explore vs. Infer

Always find a pattern

“The GOOD”

Synthesize complex 

multivariate patterns

Cope with cross-

correlations

Always get significance

Take-Home Idea:  Use with Caution HOW?



The Cons of Multivariate Approaches

• Exploratory analyses will find significant patterns

Ecological vs Statistical Significance

A Note of Caution:

Because patterns will always emerge,

sampling design is even more critical                                        

when using multivariate statistics

• Multiple variables blur the “working hypothesis”

What is the Null Hypothesis? “No Patterns” vs.  “Gradients”

Yet, MVS cannot do miracles:

Garbage In = Garbage Out

So What ?



➢ Exploration vs Inference:           (James & McCulloch, 1990)

Generic Approaches to Data Analysis

Explore data observations 

Develop a descriptive model

Develop a “cause-effect” 

(inferential) model, which

informs your hypothesis

Test Hypothesis using 

designed “experiments” 



Using MVS to Explore and Describe Patterns

If the goal is to summarize and explore (i.e., look for patterns of redundancy in 

the data and possibly infer associations with explanatory variables indirectly) 

use the free ordination tools, such as:  

- To summarize pattern of 

redundancy in a relatively 

homogeneous dataset for 

which a linear model form             

is appropriate, use:

PCA

NMDS

- To reduce dimensionality 

and explore the patterns           

of datasets that are highly 

heterogeneous or have 

nonlinear relationships  

among responses, use:



Using MVS to Describe and Test Patterns

- To order sample units based 

on the relationship between 

the species and several 

environmental explanatory 

variables, use:

If the goal is to adjust the summary of redundant pattern in your response data 

using additional information (i.e., guide expression of the pattern in the 

response) use the guided ordination tools, such as:  

-To order sample units based 

on differentially weighted 

species abundances, use:

- To order sample units 

between two “reference” 

sample units of particular 

interest, use:

WA

PO

CCA



Using MVS to Describe and Test Observations

If the goal is to test an experimental design or a post-hoc hypothesis, that 

contrasts sample units of varying condition, (such as different treatments or 

time periods) use the group testing tools, such as:  

- To test for differences in 

multiple responses among 

variably-sized groups, use:

- To test differences in multiple 

responses among balanced 

groups (nested or blocking), 

use:

MRPP

MANOVA

- To organize samples into 

discrete groupings, use: Clustering



MVS Taxonomy

➢ A Map of the Tools Available (in PC-ORD)

(Peck 2011)



Overview of Multivariate Tools 

Cluster PCA NMS PO WA CCA MRPP MANOVA

Describe

Organize

Classify

Infer

Predict

Cluster PCA NMS PO WA CCA MRPP MANOVA

Variance

P values

Goals:

Outputs:



MVS 
Story-
telling 
Frame
work 



1. Make Sure You Tell a Story

Know your audience and their culture (speak their language) 

Consider trade-off between comprehensiveness / simplicity

Provide information to evaluate

your decisions and results

Pick few messages (patterns)

Select supporting evidence 

from variety of perspectives

Test for possible alternate 

explanations (and type-I errors)



2. Carefully Design your Sampling 

Focus on ecological patterns and informative hypotheses:

Know the natural history of your study system

Sample across gradients / multiple habitats 



3. Embrace Using Multiple Approaches

Recognize that, although only one or two tools will be the 

most 'optimal' for your specific question and dataset, other 

tools may also be helpful (provide valuable insights):

Because different tools are                                               

based on different calculations, 

they 'see' the data differently.

Thus, applying several tools,   

provides different views of data. 

Play around with several tools …                                              

and even different approaches, 

in the course of an analysis. 



4. Try Hybrid  (Combination) Approaches

BIG PICTURE: 

If we use different ordination tools and a classification 

approach and they all support the same gradient, we           

can believe we actually have a gradient and not simply         

an artifact of a particular mathematical algorithm. 

SMALL PICTURE: 

Specific tools can discover unique patterns in the data… 

which can reinforce these disparate perspectives  



5. Consider MVS as the starting point

(Ainley and Hyrenbach 2010)

Variables        r 2 

2               29.8

PC1     PC2    PC3      PC4     Year

0.020   0.090 0.248    0.197   0.580

GAMs: response to PCs

Multiple regression: best-fit model



6. Have Fun … and Keep Up



MVS Story-telling Framework 
➢ A unified framework needs to encompass: 

• graphical display of community patterns through   

clustering and ordination of samples

• identification of species principally responsible for 

determining sample groupings

• statistical tests for differences in space and time 

(multivariate analogues of analysis of variance,                       

based on similarities)

• linking of community differences to patterns in physical       

environment (dictated by similarities between samples) 

(Clarke 1993)


